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Simple Sophisticated Midrange

DC IPs

Residential 
IPs

Scriptable 
Browser

Browser 
Farm

Proxy 
Rotator

Problem 1

Stay ahead of 
complex bans 
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Crawling Strategy User behavior pattern

Browser Browser fingerprinting

Proxy Geofencing

Proxy IP Blocking

Proxy Header, TLS, TCP/IP Fingerprinting
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Simple Sophisticated Midrange

DC IPs

Residential 
IPs

Scriptable 
Browser

Browser 
Farm

Proxy 
Rotator

Problem 1

Stay ahead of 
complex bans 

Problem 2

Battle to solve bans 
in a lean way for the 
‘middle majority’

$XX $XXXX$XXX
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Battling to solve bans and contain costs

Combine multiple 
tools, each with 

their own contract

Find a config that 
works, monitor 
success rates

Then the site 
changes, and it 

breaks again

Loss of data, 
scrambling to fix

Lost time & productivity, 
unhappy customers, 

unhappy team!
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DC 
IPs

Residential 
IPs

Scriptable 
Browser

Browser 
Farm

Proxy 
Rotator

Zyte API
Automated 

antiban

Automatically avoids site 
bans using minimum 

required infrastructure

Per-site pricing - pay only 
for what each site needs

So you can use a single, 
automated tool without 

a cost trade-off
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Why Zyte API?
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Determine whether the website 
employs browser fingerprinting

Browser 
Fingerprinting 

Exists?

Use JS execution engine such 
as Pyminiracer, Js2py

Deploy headless browsers + 
custom browser profiles

Resolved?

Resolved?

Reveng the Javascript and execute 
with minimal JS execution engine

Evaluate headless browser with 
custom stealth

Patch stealth vulnerabilities, 
increase entropy, Captcha solvers

Apply Website specific 
crawl strategy

Use DC Proxies + 
Custom TLS Profiles

Use DC Proxies

Use DC proxies with the 
right headers + cookies + IP region

Fix URL parameters, crawling pattern, 
employ stateful navigation

Fix TLS profile, header order etc

Try rotating residential IPs, static ISP 
IPs, Mobile IPs...

Resolved?

Resolved?

Resolved?
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Why Zyte API?

11https://abrahamjuliot.github.io/creepjs/

Few Days Before Extract Summit Today
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Why Zyte API?

DevOps/Infra

▪ Proxy Management

▪ Browsers

▪ Lambda/Cloud Run

▪ Captcha Solver

Domain Knowledge

▪ Captcha Solver

▪ Crawling Strategies

▪ Website Specific 
Knowledge

▪ Antiban Stealth

Specialized 
Technical Skills

▪ Puppeteer 
Or 
Playwright 
Or 
Selenium

▪ TLS, TCP/IP

▪ Javascript Reverse 
Engineering

12
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Website Navigation Patterns

Websites use extensive Javascript to employ navigation 
patterns such as pagination, infinite scrolling, delayed 
navigation, form submission etc

These are built with browsers in mind and hence require 
complex request orchestration when using non-browser 
HTTP clients

Handling these patterns require manipulation of headers, 
cookies, URL parameters etc. which from experience is 
fairly brittle and requires some amount of maintenance.

Why Zyte API?

13
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Why Zyte API?

Scraper

Zyte API

Datacenter Proxies

Residential Proxies

Browsers

Antiban Stealth

Domain Knowledge

Scripting

+

+

+

+

+
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Modes of Operation

Browserless

▪ Low latency, high performance 
lightweight client

▪ Returns raw Html

▪ Mimics TLS profile of browsers with 
built-in passive client fingerprinting 
evasions

▪ Both datacenter and residential proxies 
baked-in

▪ Ideal for replicating XHR requests, 
downloading binary content etc

Browserful

▪ Full-blown browsers with built-in 
antiban stealth

▪ Returns rendered Html and screenshots.

▪ Support for page actions and scripting 
functionality.

▪ Built-in support for datacenter and 
residential proxies

▪ Ideal for stateful navigation scenarios
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API Spec
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https://docs.zyte.com/zyte-api/openapi.html


Demo
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$3.07
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Launching October 27th

Zyte API
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Tools designed for testing that we use in web extraction

& etc..

Not well integrated 
into web extraction 
tooling

There are plugins, 
but they have gaps

Need to scale your 
own infrastructure

Browser stealth can 
be fragile

They don’t appear 
as human browsers



Zyte API Page Actions
Integrated scriptable page interactions in a web data API
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Zyte API Page Actions

▪ Abstracts away Playwright, Puppeteer 
and CDP

▪ Exposes low level actions such as click, 
type etc that mimic human behaviour

▪ Exposes high level actions such 
scrollBottom, searchKeyword

▪ Can only be executed on the page 
context

▪ Proxies, ad blocking, retries,

▪ Website specific configs etc are all 
take care of under the hood

Zyte API
Actions API

click
type
hover
scrollTo
scrollBottom
waitForRequest
waitForResponse
searchKeyword

Playwright

Puppeteer

Chrome DevTools 
Protocol
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Actions Demo

https://www.postman.com/zyteapi/workspace/

{

   "url": 

"https://dribbble.com/tags/single_page_app",

   "browserHtml": true,

   "actions": [

       {"action": "scrollBottom"}

   ]

}
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Scripting

{“url”: “http://www.ulta.com/store”,

 "actions": [

    {

      "action": "click",

      "onError": "continue",

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": "#onetrust-accept-btn-handler"

      }

    },

    {

      "action": "waitForTimeout",

      "timeout": 1,

      "onError": "return"

    },

    {

      "action": "click",

      "delay": 0,

      "button": "left",

      "onError": "return",

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": ".ProductDetail__findInStore__Button button"

      }

    },

    {

      "action": "waitForSelector",

      "timeout": 5,

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": "#searchField"

      }

    },

    {

      "action": "type",

      "text": "07040",

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": "#searchField"

      }

    },

    {

      "action": "click",

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": ".FindInStore__searchIcon button"

      }

    },

    {

      "action": "waitForSelector",

      "timeout": 3,

      "selector": {

        "type": "css",

        "value": ".StoreList"

      }

    }

  ]}.

Actions Scripting

{  “url”: “http://www.ulta.com/store”,

   "actions":[

      {

         "action":"setLocation",

         "address":{

            "postalCode":"07040"

         }

      }

   ]

}

1. Deploy script to Zyte API

2. Invoke script through REST API
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Zyte IDE

▪ IDE & Browser DevTools Functionality 
Baked In

▪ Runs in the browser, 
no dependencies/installations

▪ Supports Typescript

▪ Proxies, ad-blocking, anti-fingerprinting 
and other functionalities built-in

▪ Code executed in safe sandboxed 
environment

▪ Rich standard library of actions such 
as searchKeyword, setLocation for 
top ecommerce websites with more 
to come
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Zyte IDE

▪
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Zyte IDE

▪
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Zyte IDE

▪
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Zyte IDE

▪
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Zyte API Page Actions & Scripting

Get going instantly - no need for 
installations or integrations

Save time with a rich library 
of ready-made interactions

Stronger ban 
avoidance  

Fully scaled 
on demand Exposed as an API 

Coming in October
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A preview of Zyte roadmap
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Download

Render

Crawls Extract

URLs

If I could just make site bans go away
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We’re good, but my CEO always 
wants us to scale faster

Download

Render

Crawls Extract

URLs
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Two types of site, two types of challenge

High volume sites 

Millions of requests

▪ Must be fast
▪ Must be cheap per request

Long tail sites 

Hundreds or thousands of sites

▪ Must have simple set-up 
and maintenance
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High volume sites : 
maintained, off-the-shelf spiders

Spiders created and maintained by 
our professional services team

Exposed via the Zyte API to be 
called on demand

We can offer you our economies 
of scale
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Long tail sites : 
powered by machine learning

Zyte’s patented AutoExtract 
technologies integrated with 
Zyte API

ML models for all the major 
web-based data types - products, 
jobs, articles etc

Instant data with zero set-up 
or maintenance
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Integrated Extract & Crawl

On-demand 
fallback for 
your spiders 
for instant 

break recovery

No need for a 
contract, no 

minimum 
monthly usage 

Option to 
expand team 
capacity to 
extend to 
more sites

Great option 
for 

prototyping

Coming next year

with maintained spiders and ML
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Coming October 27th
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Thank you


